C. A. PALLIKAROS
If £{hg) = €(h) + <?(g) for all heH, we say that g is a distinguished right coset representative of H in G. Distinguished and coset representatives are defined in a similar way. 2 is the longest element in W with €(u) = 24, hence the expression given above for u is a reduced expression. Note also that u = rs 1 (s 1 j 2 siBiJ2
is the longest element in W,. The proof of the lemma now follows easily once we notice that u = vs*. (i) Alternatively, the multiplication structure of H(W) can be defined using the defining relations given for example in [5, p. 51] .
(ii) If we set q = Q = 1 in Definition 2.1 we recover the group algebra of W. Let 4>j (1 < i < 10) be a representation of VV, with character <£,. We can then find a representation i/», of W 2 where <A,
, be the character of the representation i//,. Then i//,, 1 < / < 10, give all the ordinary irreducible characters of W 2 . We will need the right ideals of //(VV,) with generators
x 6 = (1 + TO^G -r,)(G9 -7; lBl )(i + T SI ),
xi = {l + T,)T,^{Q -T,)(Qq -T SllS] )(q -TJ, x*=(Q-T,)(Qq -T, ltSl )(Qq 2 -T S2SllSlS2 )a + 7;, + T S7 + T Sl5
and the right ideals of H(W 2 ) with generators
2.5. REMARK. The method of constructing the generators x t and _y, given above is described in [4, 5.7] and these generators were constructed so that in the special case The unique common constituent of <£, t w, and ty t w, 
XK
In the next section we will make use of these results to construct certain right ideals of H(W) which will be proved to be irreducible on the assumption that H(W) is semisimple. In the special case char/C = 0, q = Q = l, the representations of W corresponding to these right ideals have characters % m for 10 ^m ^ 13 and 21 < AM < 24 (that is, we will get all the 8-dimensional and all the 9-dimensional ordinary irreducible representations of W).
Certain right ideals of H(W). In this section we denote H(W) by H.
In what follows we will need the following preliminary lemma the proof of which is standard. Proof. In view of Lemma 3.1 we can deduce that Hom H (eH,fH) is 1-dimensional as a vector space over K. It now follows from the fact that H is assumed to be semisimple that eH and fH have exactly one common composition factor. Now fHe ¥= 0 by assumption, so we can find h* e H such that fh*e¥=Q. Since fHe is 1-dimensional we get THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPE F 4 
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Im a = (fh*e)H ^0 and that every composition factor of (fh*e)H is a composition factor of///and of eH.
It follows that the unique common composition factor of eH and of /// is isomorphic to (fh*e)H. Hence (fHe)H = (fh*e)H is simple.
For the remainder of this section assume that H is semisimple.
Define P(Q,q), the Poincare polynomial for H(W), by ( 2 T w ) 2 = P{Q,q){ 2 7^).
weW wsW
It follows from the assumption that H is semisimple that P(Q,q)^0.
In particular (1 + q){\ + Q) ¥> 0 since (1 + q)(\ + Q) divides P(Q, q).
We are now going to use Corollary 3.2 in order to construct a right ideal of H which will turn out to be a simple //-module. Let / = x 7 and e = y s . We consider ///e as a vector space over K. First note that e 2 = ke where 
)T s^( Qq -T s , Bl )T r (Q -T,)y 8 ((Q ~ T,) commutes with T r and with (Qq -T SitSl )) = 0
since (Q -T,)y 8 = 0. If we now assume that r = s 2 t 2 tSitt 2 s 2 Sits^s 2 we get that fT r e = 0 using exactly the same argument as above and noting that (Q -1) commutes with T S2 as well.
In fact, using similar argument as in the examples above we can show that JT r e = 0 for all r e R -{S2S1'2^1*2}-Consider now fT r e where r = s 2 S\t 2 tS\S 2 . We get, V l s 2 + 2 " W T W (a w s K).
Since (1 + Q){\ +q)¥=0 (we have assumed that H is semisimple), we can conclude that /T W 2 K l J 2 e ¥= 0. We have thus shown that fHe is 1-dimensional as a vector over K. With respect to this basis of z xx H we get the following 9-dimensional matrix representation a of H. It follows from the discussion above that a is an irreducible representation (provided that H is semisimple). The characters of this representation agree with the characters given in Geek [5] . In [5] , Geek calculated the characters of the generic Hecke algebra of type F 4 by constructing matrix representations of degree at most 8. (The notation {{row 1}, {row 2 } , . . . , {row 9}} to present the matrices is used here.)°- (ii) Using the automorphism 6 of H given in 2.3 we can get another 9-dimensional matrix representation of H from the one given above.
(iii) In the special case q = Q = 1, char/C = 0, the character of the matrix representation cr corresponding to z u H is %\\-Th' s is expected from the way / a n d e were chosen (compare Remark 2.6 (the case i = 7, / = 8)).
3.4.
The results (compare Remarks 2.5 and 2.6). With suitable choices of / and e, and considering fHe, generators z m (see the table below) were constructed ( 1 0^m1 3,21 <m <24) such that, provided that H is semisimple, the right ideal z m H is a simple //-module. The proof that z m H is simple is very similar to the proof given above for the case m = 11. Note that for the choices of / and e given below, e = ke for some k e K, k =£ 0, and fHe was proved to be 1-dimensional as a vector space over K (compare Corollary 3.2 and the case m = 11). 50 C. A. PALLIKAROS y>i)H = EH for some idempotent e. Thus, considering x 6 He as a vector space over K, we expect to be able to construct a 16-dimensional representation of H which, upon specializing q, Q to 1 has character Xis-
